ABSTRACT Motivation: Protein structures are flexible and undergo structural rearrangements as part of their function, and yet most existing protein structure comparison methods treat them as rigid bodies, which may lead to incorrect alignment.
INTRODUCTION
Protein structure comparison has been a classic challenge in computational molecular biology for more than two decades. Many programs addressing this challenge have been developed (Holm and Sander, 1993; Boutonnet et al., 1995; Madej et al., 1995; Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998; Eidhammer et al., 2001 ), but they all share similar limitations stemming from treating proteins as rigid bodies. We know, however, that proteins are flexible molecules that undergo significant structural changes as part of their normal function (Wuthrich and Wagner, 1978; Schulz and Schirmer, 1979; Bennett and Huber, 1984; Jacobs et al., 2001 ). When flexible molecules in different conformations are compared to each other as rigid bodies, even strong structural similarities can be missed and * To whom correspondence should be addressed. significant errors in alignments can occur because such algorithm compensate global rearrangements with local alignment shifts. Figure 1 illustrates the problem using an example of homologous spectrin repeats from Drosophila sp. (PDB code 2spc, chain A) and from Gallus gallus (PDB code 1aj3). 1aj3 has three helices (denoted as helix I, II and III) with similar length (Fig. 1b) , and 2spcA has two helices (I and II) with helix II being much longer. The structural comparison of these two (or any other) pair can be visualized as a dot matrix of AFPs (Vriend and Sander, 1991; Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998) , each AFP being represented by a diagonal line (Fig. 1a) . Any structural alignment can be viewed as a chain of nonoverlapping AFPs. Structural comparison programs such as CE (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998) or DALI (Holm and Sander, 1993) , can not find an alignment between the above two proteins that spans their entire lengths; instead, they find local alignments: CE aligns helices II and III in 1aj3 with helix I and the N-terminal half of helix II in 2spcA ((DALI aligns helices I and II with the same two helices in 2spcA) (Fig. 1b) . Both alignments show significant structural similarity between the two proteins (CE's alignment has 56 aligned positions with RMSD 2.02Åand DALI's alignment has 67 aligned positions with RMSD 3.24Å), but they don't capture the actual homology that exists in strong sequence similarity along the entire protein (Fig. 1c) . The analysis based on both structures and sequences shows that there are two structural rearrangements (one major and one minor) between the two proteins, and the major one causes their overall structural dissimilarity (three-helix bundle versus two-helix structure). Such large structural rearrangements make 'rigid-body'structure alignments unable to detect the real structural similarity even in homologous proteins.
To address these issues we developed a flexible protein structure alignment algorithm (FATCAT), which naturally incorporates conformational flexibility in structure comparison. The problem is formulated as follows: given two protein structures A and B, find the optimal structure alignment between them with the least number of rearrangements (twists) in one of the structures. Several implicit approaches to solve this problem have been described in the literature. For example, Wriggers and Schulten (1997) partition a protein into rigid domains that are extracted by an adaptive selection procedure using least-squares fitting, followed by characterization of relative movements of the domains as happening at specific hinges. Boutonnet et al. (1995) ; Ochagavia et al. (2002) solve the problem using a multiple linkage clustering algorithm to identify segment combinations which yields optimal global structure alignments. The clustering trees are further analyzed to detect the rigid-body movements between structure elements. In a more recent work, Shatsky et al. (2002) search for the largest set of congruent AFPs, and then look for a subset that describes a possible alignment of two structures with flexibility by clustering consecutive AFPs.
These approaches search for rotation points (hinges) by analysis of the initial rigid body alignments. However, the initial alignments of two structures that differ by a subdomain movement is often so wrong that it precludes finding the correct hinges by post-alignment analysis.
In this paper, we propose a dynamic programming algorithm to connect Aligned Fragment Pairs (AFPs) by combining gaps and twists between consecutive AFPs, each with its own score penalty. Therefore, the minimization algorithm compares solutions involving twists and simple extensions and in this way it performs the alignment and hinge detection simultaneously. The entire algorithm has been implemented in a fast and efficient computer program FATCAT and systematically tested on a large alignment benchmark. 
METHODS
In this section, we provide a detailed description of the new algorithm and its implementation.
Definitions
Given two protein structures, denote a match of two fragments, one from each protein, as an Aligned Fragment Pair (AFP), the starting positions of an AFP k in the two proteins as b 1 (k) and b 2 (k), and its ending positions in the two proteins as e 1 (k) and e 2 (k), respectively. Each AFP describes one way of superimposing one protein on the other. We say that two consecutive AFPs are compatible if they result in the same (or very similar) superposition of the proteins; otherwise, they are not compatible unless one structure is modified. If two AFPs are compatible, they can be simply connected to each other, if they are not, they can still be connected if a twist is introduced in the connection of two AFPs (Fig. 2a) , and there is a hinge in the structures at the twist position. We focus on the consecutive or sequence-dependent structural comparison, where fragments conserve their relative position along the sequence; thus a structure alignment is viewed as a chain of AFPs (Fig. 2b) . A rigid structure alignment is a chain of compatible AFPs connected to each other. Dynamic programming can be used to identify the optimal set of connected AFPs. In contrast, a flexible structure alignment is a chain of AFPs in which some connections between AFPs are achieved by introducing twists. We define a block of AFPs as a set of consecutive compatible AFPs; in other words, n twists in an AFP chain divide the chain into n + 1 blocks. We say that there is a structural distortion between the two structures when one structure has to be twisted around the hinges to be aligned by a rigid body superposition. Overall RMSD is the structural similarity of two such structures, defined as the root mean square deviation of all of their aligned C α atoms based on the rigid body superposition after one structure is modified.
AFP detection
Two fragments of fixed size L (e.g. 8) form an AFP if the RMSD (root mean square deviation after optimal superposition) of their C α atoms is less than a certain threshold (C t , e.g. 3.0Å) (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998) .
The test for AFPs compatibility
The compatibility of consecutive AFPs pairs is measured by the root mean square deviation between distance matrices of residues in the fragments from each protein forming connected AFPs. It is denoted as D mk for AFP m and k (see Equation 1 ). The high similarity between two distance matrices means that these two AFPs are compatible; otherwise a twist has to be introduced for connecting the AFPs pair, as shown in Fig. 2a .
where
, j is the distance between residue i and j in protein 1 and protein 2, respectively,
and b 2 (k) are the starting positions of AFP m and k, in proteins 1 and 2 respectively, as defined earlier, and L is the length of each AFP.
Flexible structure alignment
Flexible structure alignment can be formulated as the AFPs chaining process (Gusfield 1999) allowing at most t Author: Gusfield 1999 not in reference list twists, and the flexible structure alignment is transformed into a rigid structure alignment when t is 0. Dynamic programming is used to find the optimal chaining. If we denote S(k) as the best score ending at AFP k, it can be calculated from the best ending at previous AFPs that can be connected with AFP k subject to the following constraints ( Fig. 2b) ,
where a(k) is the score of AFP k itself; c(m → k) is the score of introducing a connection between AFP m and AFP k; T (k) is the number of twists required for connecting the chain of AFPs leading up to S(k), which is calculated by,
where t (m → k) is 1 if a twist is required to connect AFP m and k and 0 if no twist is required. The score of an AFP k is determined by its RMSD (d k ) and length (L); long AFPs are rewarded and large RMSDs are penalized,
where R s is the rewarding score associated with a good aligned position and
The score for connecting AFP m and k is the function of the compatibility of the AFPs and the mis-matched regions ( p) and/or gaps (q) created by the connection of the two AFPs,
where D mk is the root mean square of the distance matrix between AFP m and k, as defined above; D c is the threshold for defining a twist; D 0 is the threshold for penalizing a connection; P c is the maximum penalty for connecting two AFPs; M c is the penalty involved with mis-matching two positions; M g is the penalty for a gap.
Post-processing of AFP chaining
Several post processing steps are applied after deriving the best AFP chain defined by the scoring system presented above. Additional twists are introduced into the AFP chains if its overall RMSD is larger than a fixed threshold. Unnecessary twists that do not lower the overall RMSD are removed. Finally, we apply iterative refinement of structure alignments by dynamic programming performed on the distance matrix calculated from the two superimposed structures as described in previous studies (Feng and Sippl, 1996; Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998; Lackner et al., 2000) .
RESULTS
We implemented the FATCAT approach in C++ on a Linux platform. The running time of FATCAT comparing a pair of protein structures on a 1.8GHz Pentium varies from seconds to a few minutes, depending on the number of AFPs the two structures have. For instance, 42 060 AFPs were detected in comparing protein 1fmk (with 438 residues) and 1tki (with 321 residues) (alignment result is shown below), and the whole process took 76 seconds.
We first applied FATCAT to several alignments described as 'difficult'in the literature (Fischer et al., 1996) and compared its performance with three rigid alignment programs, DALI (Holm and Sander, 1993) , VAST (Madej et al., 1995) and CE (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998) . We then compared FATCAT's performance with the results of the only other readily available flexible alignment program, FlexProt (Shatsky et al., 2002) . Finally, to obtain a broader overview we applied FATCAT to a large set of similar structures extracted from the non-redundant SCOP database (proteins are clustered at 40% sequential identity) (Murzin et al., 1995) . To avoid bias from large families, we retained only one pair per family, leading to 6437 pairs of structurally similar proteins, including 854 family-level protein pairs, 3200 superfamily-level protein pairs (one representative structure per family), and 2383 fold-level protein pairs (one representative structure per superfamily). The same parameters (t = 5; L = 8; C t = 3.0; D c = 5.0; D 0 = 1.0; R s = 3.0; P c = −25; M s = −0.5 and M g = −0.5) were used in all the calculations.
Comparison with rigid structure alignment programs FATCAT works well in aligning distantly similar protein structures, comparable to the performances of the rigid structure alignment programs, DALI, VAST and CE. In the test of 10 'difficult'examples (Fischer et al., 1996) , FATCAT produced good alignments (no twists needed, similar alignment length and similar RMSD) in 8 out of 10 examples, except that 2 and 5 twists are introduced in ii249 Table 1 . Comparison of structure alignments of 10 'difficult' pairs of structures from (Fischer et al., 1996) The data for VAST, DALI and CE are from (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998) . Descriptions for the items are: Size, the number of aligned positions; Twist, the number of twists introduced in FATCAT. The RMSD value in FATCAT is the overall RMSD.
comparing (3hlaB, 2rhe ) and (1crl , 1ede ), respectively (Table 1) . In both cases, however, the FATCAT alignment is arguably better, with either a lower RMSD or a longer alignment. This result shows that FATCAT is not specifically biased to detect hinges. FATCAT obviously outperforms rigid structure alignment programs with respect to its capability to detect hinges in protein structures. For example, in the comparison between 2spcA and 1aj3 discussed in the Introduction section, FATCAT identified a structure alignment spanning the entire length of both proteins by introducing two twists (Fig. 1) , a result which is consistent with their evolutionary relationship. In contrast, the rigid structure alignment programs, such as CE and DALI were only able to identify short local alignments, either stopping around the hinge position (DALI) or aligning non-homologous regions (CE).
Comparison with FlexProt
As mentioned earlier, the main features of FATCAT are its ability to optimize the structure alignment and introduce the fewest number of twists at the same time. Its advantage over the FlexProt (Shatsky et al., 2002) is demonstrated by the examples listed in Table 2 . Overall, FATCAT alignments have a smaller number of twists but similar RMSDs and lengths as FlexProt alignments, suggesting that the strategy of separating the hinge detection and the chaining process introduces unnecessary twists into the alignments. For instance, FATCAT created an alignment of 238 aligned positions with overall RMSD of 3.08Åbetween the human tyrosineprotein kinase C-SRC (PDB code 1fmk) and the titian protein (PDB code 1tki), whereas FlexProt was forced to introduce two hinges to get an even shorter alignment (231 aligned positions) and a higher RMSD (3.28Å).
In the second example, the tissue factor (PDB code 1a21, chain A) was compared to the growth hormonebinding protein (PDB code 1hwg, chain C). Four hinges are detected by FlexProt which results in a structure alignment of 163 aligned positions with an RMSD of 2.75 Abetween these two proteins (Shatsky et al., 2002) . On the other hand, FATCAT created a slightly shorter structure alignment of 153 aligned positions with an RMSD of 3.16Å, but introduced only one twist into the alignment. Although the difference between the aligned positions in the two alignments is modest, its influence on the overall alignment is significant (4 hinges in FlexProt versus 1 hinge in FATCAT). The third example is the comparison between the histocompatibility antigen (PDB code 2clr, chain A) and the neonatal FC receptor (PDB code 3fru, chain A) (Fig. 3) . FlexProt alignment has 253 aligned positions with an RMSD of 2.71Åand it introduced two hinges. In contrast, FATCAT gave a structure alignment with similar quality (245 aligned positions with an RMSD of 3.06Å) without introducing any twists, see Figure 3 .
Overall structural distortions in similar structures
We applied FATCAT to the 6437 pairs of structurally similar proteins on SCOP fold, superfamily and family levels, the results are summarized in Table 3 . Overall, structural distortions are significant between many pairs: twists are detected in aligning about half of the protein pairs, and more twists are found in aligning protein pairs on the fold-and superfamily-level than in the protein pairs on the family-level. This was expected because functions of proteins change among different families or superfamilies and they are often accompanied by changes in the structures. Except for those rare cases where structure distortions are caused by the structure determination process itself, the distortions can be grouped into two types. The The data for FlexProt are taken from (Shatsky et al., 2002) , in which 'Twist' is equal to the 'Number of flexible regions'and 'RMSD' is equal to the 'Total RMSD' Refer Table 1 for other descriptions. first type is caused by the conformational flexibility of structures-which is seen as a distortion between structures of the same (or homologous) proteins in different functional states (e.g. with and without the ligand). This type of structural distortions has been studied in protein dynamic analysis (Gerstein et al., 1994; Echols et al., 2003) as well as by flexible structure comparison (Wriggers and Schulten, 1997; Shatsky et al., 2002) . We found that many protein pairs on the family level belong to this type. There are, however, many cases that do not fit into this type and we group them into a different set, calling them structural distortions caused by evolution. It includes the structural differences between very distant homologies. We suspect that such large structural changes are related to the development of new functions, interactions with new partners or significant changes of existing functions (Kinch and Grishin, 2002) . Although such cases have been studied with respect to improvement in the comparative modeling of proteins (Reddy and Blundell, 1993; Reddy Fig. 4 . Comparisons between the 50S ribosomal protein L1P from Methanococcus jannaschii (SCOP code d1cjsa , shown in gray lines) and the ribosomal protein L1 mutant S179C (SCOP code d1ad2 , shown in black lines). Left graph shows the superposition of these two proteins according to a rigid comparison. Obviously, only one domain from each protein is superimposed in this way. However, after FATCAT introduced two hinges into d1ad2 (pointed by two arrows), the twisted d1ad2 is superimposed to entire d1cjsa with an RMSD of 2.96Å, as shown in the right graph.
et al., 1999), they are rarely discussed in the structure comparison. In the following sections, we will discuss some of the examples from both types.
Structural distortions caused by conformational flexibility
A typical case of structural distortions caused by flexibility is illustrated by comparing the ribosomal protein L1 mutant S179C from Thermus thermophilus (SCOP code d1ad2 ) with the 50S ribosomal protein L1P from Methanococcus jannaschii (SCOP code d1cjsa ). Both proteins have two domains that are not linked by a single hinge, as found in many known cases, but instead linked by two hinges (N-terminal and C-terminal form one domain while the middle part of the protein forms the other one). Two twists are introduced in aligning these two proteins by FATCAT, as shown in Figure 4 , resulting in a good superposition between the two proteins spanning their entire structures. Indeed, Unge et al. (1997) have studied the conformational flexibility of ribosomal protein L1 and showed that this protein has a small but significant opening of the cavity between its two domains, which is suspected to be necessary to accommodate the larger conformational change needed for an induced fit mechanism upon binding RNA.
More complicated structural distortions are found in comparing the apo-dethiobiotin synthase (SCOP code d1byi ) and the adenylosuccinate synthetase from E.coli (SCOP code d1qf5a ) (Fig. 5) . Both proteins belong to the nitrogenase iron protein like family from the P-loop containing nucleotide triphosphate hydrolases fold, based on the SCOP classification. Except for the many loops in these proteins that can not be aligned, they are well superimposed along the entire proteins when one structure is modified along twists introduced in the FATCAT alignment of 175 aligned positions with an RMSD of 2.96 A. We see that d1qf5a has longer loops than d1byi , and the hinges detected by FATCAT are distributed in these loop regions. Moreover, the important P-loops from each protein are well superimposed according to the FATCAT alignment, but this is missed by the CE program (Fig. 5b) . In fact, the conformational flexibility of adenylosuccinate synthetase has been reported in comparing hydantocidin complex and the unligated synthetase, which involves the collapse of some structural elements toward the active site crevice (Poland et al., 1996) . Our flexible structural comparison provides a simple description of such a collapse process involving movements of many secondary elements by rearranging the structure at several 'twists'positions. We further compare the d1byi with other structures that belong to the same family and show the result in Figure 5c . It is clear that the twist positions are generally conserved among these structures, strongly suggesting that our analysis goes beyond an introduction of artificial parameters to improve alignment quality.
Structural distortions caused by evolution
Hinges are often detected in comparing proteins from different families but the same superfamily. These proteins have similar but distinct functions, such as two enzymes having the same catalytic mechanism but different substrate specificity, which often is accompanied by a significant structure distortion. For instance, hinges are found in comparing the L-2-haloacid dehalogenase (PDB code d1zrn ) and the β-phosphoglucomutase (d1lvha ) (Fig. 6 ). Both proteins belong to the HAD-like superfamily but form different families based on SCOP classification. In contrast, comparing d1zrn with other structures in the same family no twists are found. For example, L-2 haloacid dehalogenase complexed with ACY (d1zrn ) and L-2-haloacid dehalogenase (d1jud ) are well superimposed with no twist, resulting in an alignment of 220 aligned positions with an RMSD of 0.27Å. Although it is reported that Asp10-Ser20, Tyr91-Asp102 and Leu117-Arg135 regions move to the active site in the L-2 haloacid dehalogenase complexed with its reaction intermediates (Li et al., 1998) , our calculation shows that this movement cannot be described by a rigid body movement. We further compared d1zrn with other structures of the same superfamily and twists are found around the same positions in most of the cases, as shown in Figure 6c . All of these data suggest that the structural distortions between these structures are not caused by the structural flexibility itself, but instead are an evolutionary result in developing enzymes with different specificities. This hypothesis is also supported by the inspection of the structures. Overall, HAD-like proteins are composed of two domains, a helical cap domain and an α/β core domain (Fig. 6a) , and active sites are located in the domain interface (Lahiri et al., 2002) . This arrangement enables the binding pockets to be changed efficiently during the evolution by a few simple rigid-movements in the cap domain while the structure of α/β core domain remains unchanged, as shown in the observation that the detected twists are all distributed in the cap domain (Fig. 6c) .
Hinges are also found in comparisons between domains from the same protein. For instance, FATCAT produced an alignment of 81 aligned positions with RMSD 2.51Åbetween restriction endonuclease FokI N-terminal (recognition) domain 1 (SCOP code d2foka1) and domain 2 (SCOP code d2foka2) by introducing 2 twists; in contrast, CE produced an alignment of only 48 aligned positions with a high RMSD (6.92Å). From the evolutionary point of view, the domains in a protein are probably the result of duplication, followed by mutations and the accompanying structural changes required for structural stability or new functions. Flexible structure alignment programs are more suitable for comparing such cases than the rigid ones.
DISCUSSION
Flexible structure alignments are essential in comparing proteins. Proteins are designed to be flexible, and this flexibility is often part of their function. X-ray crystallography sometimes captures this flexibility by solving different structures in various functional states corresponding to different global conformations. In such cases, rigid body alignments can introduce errors to compensate for global structural changes and often miss the structural similarity altogether. The analysis of local and global conformational changes between proteins provides important information for the evolutionary study of structures, the study of structure and function relationship and the homology modeling considering structure changes.
A new flexible structure alignment method has been developed and implemented in a program FATCAT. It provides good alignments both between flexible and rigid structures, in the former case compared to the existing rigid alignment programs and in the latter to the flexible program FlexProt. The major feature of FATCAT is that it optimizes the alignment while it minimizes the number of twists introduced. Therefore, it avoids the problem of existing flexible structure alignment programs that separate these two goals, such as introducing too many hinges into the alignment or missing the optimal alignment because of significant errors in the initial rigid-body alignment.
The results presented here represent the first, exploratory application of the FATCAT algorithm. The scoring functions and associated parameters (Equations 1-7) used in this paper need to be optimized further. The scoring functions used here were chosen based on intuition, rather then extensive optimization, and the parameters were selected on the basis of a small number of examples listed in Table 1 and Table 2 . For instance, the penalty of introducing a twist into the alignment is determined solely by the impact of the twist on the RMSD of the two structures (see Equation 5). We expect to derive more realistic flexible alignments by using a range of penalties for different types of twists. We are also developing a benchmark for flexible alignments to systematically improve and evaluate FATCAT.
